2020 ITP Futures Development and Public Policy Survey

Attachment O of the SPP Tariff requires SPP to identify transmission needs driven by Public Policy Requirements in accordance with the ITP Manual. The ITP Manual states this survey is to be conducted during the future development phase of the study, thus SPP is requesting feedback on drivers to consider for the development of the 2020 ITP Assessment futures at this time.

Please complete the following survey and/or forward to the appropriate contact(s) within your company for completion.

1. Do you, your company, or state have any public policy drivers that you would like to see considered in the development of assumptions for the futures we have in the 2020 ITP Assessment? If so, please describe.
2. Do you or your company feel that the current futures in the 2019 ITP Assessment should continue forward into the 2020 ITP Assessment?
   a. If so, which assumptions would you recommend remain the same or be adjusted?
3. Please describe any general industry drivers or assumptions that you or your company would like the ESWG, TWG, and SPC to consider for an additional future for the 2020 ITP Assessment.

As a frame of reference, prior ITP study drivers have included drought conditions, age-based conventional generation retirements, new technologies, and increased availability of renewables. Drivers for the future development should not include any current public policy mandates/goals set forth by your company or state in the form of renewable policy standards, as these will be accounted for during the renewable policy review. Information on the renewable policy standard implementation can be found in Section 2.2.1.3 of the ITP Manual.

Additional reference information on this request and the current status of the 2020 ITP Assessment can be found in the following files here:
   8a. 2020 ITP Schedule
   8b. 2020 ITP Scope and Futures Introduction

Please provide feedback by Wednesday August 8, 2018 through the SPP Request Management System (RMS) using the ‘Integrated Transmission Planning (ITP)’ Quick Pick and ‘Data Submission’ Subtype. Results of the survey may be discussed at the August 15-16 ESWG meeting.

Helpful Links

- Transmission Owner Selection Process (formerly Order 1000) home page
  - Order 1000 Documents
  - Detailed Project Proposal (DPP) page
- SPP Transmission Planning Page
  - All notice postings previously on the SPP.org home page are now on this page
  - ITP Postings (formerly in Order 1000 Documents folder) here
- SPP Request Management System (SPP RMS) is the preferred method for inquiries and data submissions. Click on this link and then “Register Now” if you are not already registered.
  - Quick Picks to use in RMS:
    - “GlobalScape Access Request” Quick Pick for access to GlobalScape for models
- “ITP-Project Inquiry” Quick Pick for questions/comments regarding projects
- “ITP-Modeling Inquiry” Quick Pick for input regarding modeling
- “ITP-DPP Submittal” Quick Pick for DPP submissions
- “ITP-Data Submission” Quick Pick for responses to ITP data requests and surveys from SPP
- **SPP RMS** is the preferred method for receiving all inquiries and solution submittals.